Achieving Digital Transformation Agility
through Attain’s Low-Code Application Platform Offering
Many federal and state agencies’ modernization efforts are slow

and costly, often taking years before end-users and missions see beneficial
capabilities. There are usually three major barriers to digital transformation:

• Mission-specific, custom-built solutions that must be re-engineered and
built before users experience the benefits

• System-to-system integrations that enable information exchange and
orchestration to critical processes

• Adding emerging technologies to truly achieve transformative capabilities
Attain’s low-code application platform (LCAP) offering puts the mission first by
focusing on rapidly delivering a modern, digitally enhanced user experience.
Low-code/no-code enables us to start delivering end-user capabilities in
weeks, not months or years. The application platform empowers plug-and-play
with existing systems, orchestrating information exchange and processes, and
enabling asynchronous modernization of those systems. With built-in mobility
and intelligent automation hooks, next generation tools such as robotic
process automation, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and predictive
analytics are available to the edge and back.
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The Low-code Application Platform Advantage
From ideation to enterprise deployment, a low-code application platform dramatically accelerates
design, development, integration, deployment, and ability to quickly provide cutting-edge technology for
evolving mission needs. New applications can be completed in weeks and changes can be made in hours.
According to Forrester, an independent technology analyst service, LCAP software development is 10x
faster than traditional development, with documented evidence from some LCAP solutions showing a 20x
acceleration.

Using a LCAP, you get an optimized technology stack with integrated components to deliver modern end-to-end solutions,
instead of assembling and maintaining a technology stack (backend, middleware, and front-end) with DevSecOps and
custom integrations, whether in a traditional data center or as-a-service. Rather than spending time and money on lowlevel O&M and technical debt, your focus can shift to developers—and potentially citizen developers—quickly delivering
mission capabilities. Traditional coding is replaced with visual modeling, declarative tools, reusable components, and
process modeling. Most importantly, the common features such as access control, logging, security, administration,
mobility, and integrations with other systems are already built and ready on day one.
LCAPs are highly capable, but not all are created equal. LCAPs have grown in popularity and utility, with some companies
riding that wave by presenting their products as low-code development platforms when in fact they are truly highly
customizable COTS products. These COTS products offer customization which can provide versatility in functionality,
but clients may quickly find that their ability to develop new applications hits limitations when they drift away from the
product’s core capabilities. Many are specialized for a type of solution (e.g., websites, online storefronts, help desks)
or a particular industry (e.g., pharmaceutical, industrial). Additionally, the user experience is usually constrained by the
platform’s available components and style guide. So, while you can theme and build almost any required functionality,
highly specialized functionality and look and feel can be difficult to implement.

Why Attain
Attain’s low-code application platform offering focuses on a client-tailored delivery methodology.

Leveraging our more than 600 LCAP engagements across government and industry, and more than 30
certified, highly experienced practitioners across the major platforms such as Appian, Salesforce, and Pega,
we have created a low-code application platform modernization playbook that ensures smooth and efficient
delivery. Our methodology is driven by these principles:

1. Engage your functional and technical subject matter experts.
2. Pick the right tool for the job with an Analysis of Alternatives for your mission.
3. Immediately deliver a modern user experience by creating and/or replacing the front-end; reusing existing

middleware and data sources (proof of concept in weeks, minimum viable product in months, enterprise application
in less than six months).
4. Extend current systems with plug-and-play integrations, delivering new business processes and capabilities through
orchestration with little additional cost.
5. Let desired user-experience drive the modernization by bringing in cutting edge capabilities (robotic process
automation, AI/ML, etc.) and seamlessly replacing underlying legacy application with no impact to the users.
6. Embrace and Integrate software development best practices, such as agile methodology, DevSecOps processes, and
high maturity CMMI-DEV ML 5 practices.
Attain understands that a LCAP is just one key enabler for modernization, and that successful IT modernizations require the
right combination of functional subject matter expertise, technologists, systems integration, and product expertise tailored
to the client’s mission. When selecting an IT modernization partner, consider partners who have the following qualifications:

• A holistic approach to modernization that includes the right vision for your organization
• Upfront demonstration of the art-of-the possible with real-world working examples that
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fit your challenges

• Deep knowledge of your business lines and mission
• Qualified integration and development experience and practices (CMMI 5,
DevSecOps, Agile)

• Commercial and open source product partnerships and experience that ensure your
current and future needs are prioritized with the product vendors

• Strong client engagement, as well as program and change management to ensure
smooth delivery all the way to the end user
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Based in McLean, Va., Attain is a leading management, technology, and strategy consulting firm comprised of innovative problem
solvers who disrupt the status quo to change the world and improve the lives of those they serve. Powered by extreme automation,
Attain leverages a holistic, agile, secure, and customer-centered approach to digital transformation, advancing our clients’ missions
across the government, education, healthcare, and nonprofit landscapes.
For more information, please visit attain.com.

